
"A revolution in table tennis training!"
- Canadian TT Federation

"We can't keep training table tennis the old 
way if we want to maintain a competitive 

advantage"
- Korean national team coach

+82 10 2761 9376
team@fastpong.ai
www.fastpong.com

Contact

Who can use 
Fastpong?

Around the World

Coaches & Clubs:

Attract more students to individual & group classes

Track and analyse students progress

Create custom training for students or classes

Invest in a device now, use it for years to come

Players:

TTrack & analyse your performance

Make your training or workout session both more fun      

and more eective

Share your progress with your coach or friends

All around the world there are individuals, coaches 

and clubs already using the FastPong system, 

including many table tennis federations and the 

Korean national team.

Our mobile application supports many languages 

including English, French, Spanish, German, Italian, 

Korean, Japanese and Chinese.

A REVOLUTION IN 

TABLE TENNIS

TRAINING

Become a Pro in no time

Win More Matches: if you want the best training for 

your players then FastPong is the solution for you



Benefits

Scientific Studies

About Us

Improve Players' Skills: scientifically tested to 

improve reaction time, decision making, accuracy 

and tactical manoeuvring

Track Performance: for players to understand their 

style, weaknesses, and strengths

Unique: the only visual stimulatory training system 

on the market

Visual Stimuli Training: 

more eective for improving reaction times, accuracy 

and decision making.

FASTPONG is the only device for table tennis players 

designed to improve COGNITIVE-MOTOR skills. 

Connect your Device

The mobile application enables players & coaches to 

track and analyse performance to determine 

progress, strengths and weaknesses.

Customise your training programs, based on your 

individual metrics to form the basis for practice and 

training.

Track 
Accuracy

Measure 
Speed

Analyse 
Performance

Customize 
Training

Record 
Training

Win More 
Competitions

Collect &
Analyse Data

Hardware Features

Internal display (and optional external display) for a 

real-time view of results

Large LED squares clearly show the target, and 

where the ball actually lands

Save your data with our mobile application over 

Bluetooth

Compatible with any ball shooter

We’re FastPong, an award winning South Korean 

company specializing in new technologies to provide 

more eective training for players of all levels, 

ages and abilities.

Our unique optimised training system combines 

hardware, software and data analysis to provide the 

best interactive training available today.
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